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Staining bacterial cells for microscopic examination makes it possible to

study unique characteristics, including cell size, shape, arrangement,

chemical properties and structure.
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l-Acid dyes: ex (acid fuchsine, nigrosin) ----color related to anion.

2-Basic dyes: ex (methelen blue, crystal violet, safranin)--- color related

cat ion.
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Simple stain: using a single basic stain to color bacterial cell so that

their size, shape, arrangement can be observe----we must prepare

bacterial smear before staining.
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r-used clean glass slide and marked the side of it*.

2-transferred bacterial growth to the center of the glass slide from agar

media or broth media---a)from agar plate the cells must be mixed with a

small drop of water* on the slide to create suspension, b) from broth

just transferred 2-3 loop full on the slide.(don't take large amount )*

3-spread* the smear over a dime - rir"* (2 cm).

4-dried this suspension at room temperature .

S-adhered this smear* to the slide by passing the slide several times

over the flame* (heat - fixing).
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r-covered the entire smear with stain tar tl2to 1 min. I

2-washed the stain off completely with tap water*.

3- dried the slide at room temperature .

4- examined under microscope using oil emersion*.

ftieg*tive stair*: using a single acidic stain color to the background

around cells, so that we can observe their size, shape and arrangement .

because this procedure does not require heat - fixing or staining the

cells, which can cause some cell shrinkage, it provides a more accurate

determination of the size and shape of cells. lt.also allows the

microscopic observation of cell that do not readily stain, such as spirilli

and spirochetes.
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1-put drop of acidic stain on clean glass slide .

2-transferred bacterial growth (solid media*)and mixed together.

3 -a second sllde* is used to spread the drop into a thin film.

A-air - dry before microscopic examination.
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